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We define the alphabet of finite and infinite terms in ACP , the
'"[

algebra of communicating processes with silent steps, and also give
approximations of it (the a/S calculus) •
Using the alphabet, we formulate some conditional axioms. The
usefulness of these axioms is demonstrated in several examples.
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Introduction
Process algebra, as described in Bergstra & Klop [6], is a mathematical theory of specification and
verification of concurrent systems. Process algebra is a modification of Milner's CCS [11], optimized
towards mathematical manageability.
The essence of the approach is an axiomatic framework for the description of processes; verifications
are to be done on the basis of the axiomatic laws. In particular, this approach will hopefully allow, that
in actual system verification, one can avoid the introduction and inspection of models of concurrency. In
our view, the difficulty with these models is the fact that both for a computer and for the human mind it
is nontrivial to represent and analyse them. We think that the fundamental importance of models of concurrency is to establish the consistency of axioms. For these models, see De Bakker & Zucker [2],
Brookes, Hoare & Roscoe [9] and Hennessy [10].
To us, the most interesting part of research is to find new axioms and to illustrate their use by means
of illuminating examples. In this paper we introduce the conditional axioms CAl-7 (see § 4). Some of
these axioms have a condition involving the alphabet a(X) of the processes involved. A typical example
is:
CA4 a(X)nI= 0
T1(X)=X
in words: if no action from I occurs in X, then hiding (abstracting from) actions of I in X has no effect.
A more interesting axiom is:
CA2

a(X)l(a(Y)nl)= 0
T1(Xll Y)=T1(XllT1(Y))

This axiom allows one to commute abstraction and parallel composition (in appropriate circumstances).
CA2 is absolutely vital for the verification of systems with three or more components put in parallel.
In order to attach a precise meaning to conditional axioms of the above form we need some insight in
the notion of the alphabet a(X) of process X. We assume that X has been specified by means of a recursive specification with guarded recursion. Then one can effectively find sets
a('1T1(X)) C a('1T2(X)) C a{'1T3(X)) C

C a(X)

/3(X) = /31(X) ::? /32(X) ::? /33(X) ::!

::? a(X)

(see 2.14, 3.5).
00

00

In general

LJ

a('IT;(X)) = a(X) but

i=I

n

/3;(X) = a(X) need not hold (this is connected with the fact

i=I

that on the basis of a given recursive specification of X the alphabet a(X) cannot be effectively computed, see 2.16). In practical cases, either one finds n,m such that a('ITm(X)) = /3n(X) (=a(X)), or /3n(X)
is sufficiently small to verify the condition of a conditional axiom. We call this small theory about alphabets the a/ /3-calculus. Though very simple, this a/ /3 calculus is an unavoidable tool in system
verification based on process algebra.
In the last three sections we describe three examples and extensively demonstrate the use of CAI-7.

Cond.u.din.g remarks
i)
ii)
iii)

iv)

System verifications of a related nature, but performed in a model, can be found in Sifakis [ 13]
and Olderog [12].
In 2.17, we find a rather unexpected connection between Koomen's Fair Abstraction Rule
(KFAR) and determination of alphabets.
The consistency of CAI-7 on top of ACP.r + KFAR + RSP (as defined in Bergstra & Klop [5])
is a nontrivial issue. This issue is not touched at all, but each of the laws is checked in detail for
all finite processes.
Futu1e research in this area should involve the analysis of increasingly complicated case studies.
We firmly believe that process algebra cannot be developed without extensive experimentation on
case studies (examples). If this theory is brought to application, each particula,r application will
again be a case study (at least from the point of view of the theorist), but with the special
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property that it is sufficiently complex or important to draw the attention of people with practical purposes. If the theorist considers the study of examples to be a part of theory, then neither
the absence nor the presence of proper applications of a given body of theory will come as a
surprise.
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1. Algebra of communicating processes with silent steps
The axiomatic framework in which we present this document is ACP,., the algebra of communicating
processes with silent steps, as described in Bergstra & Klop [4]. In this section, we give a brief review of
ACP,..
1.1 Signature.
Sorts:

(a finite set of atoms)
(the set of processes; we have
A <;;;,P and elements of P are terms
over A)
(alternative composition or sum)
(sequential composition or product)
(parallel composition or merge)
(left-merge)
(communication merge;
I :A XA ~A is given)
(encapsulation; H <;;,A)
(abstraction; I <;;,A - { 6})
(deadlock)
(silent or internal action)

A
p

Functions:

+:PXP~P
.:PXP~P

ll:PXP~P
ll_:PXP~P

l:PXP~P
au:P~P
T1:P~P

Constants:

6EA
TflA

1.2 Axioms.
These are presented in table 1. Here a ,b EA , x JI ,z

E

P, H <;;;, A and I <;;;, A - { 6}.
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ACP,.

x+y=y+x
x +(y +z)=(x +y)+z
x+x=x
(x +y)z =xz +yz
(xy)z =x(yz)
x+8=x
8x=8

Al
A2
A3
A4

alb=bla
(a lb)lc=a l(b le)

Cl
C2

Bia =8

C3

xl[y=xlLy+ylLx+x IY
a[Lx =ax
(ax)lly =a(x l(y)
(x +y)lLz =x [Lz +y lLz
(ax) Ib =(a Ib )x
a l(bx)=(a lb)x
(ax) I(by )=(a Ib )(x l!Y)
(x +y)lz =x lz +y lz
x l(y +z)=x IY +x lz

CMI

XT=x
-rx+x =-rx
a(-rx +y)=a(-rx +y)+ax

TI

-rllx =-rx

TMI

(-rx)lly =T(x l(y)
-rlx=8
x IT=8
(Tx)ly =x IY
x l(ry)=x IY

TM2
TCI

T3

AS
A6
A7

CM2
CM3

CM4
CMS

CM6
CM7

TC2
TC3
TC4

CM8
CM9
On('r)=T

on(a)=a if a f/.H
on(a)=8 if a EH
on(x +y)=on(x)+on(y)
On(xy )=on(X ).on(y)

T2

DI

D2
D3
D4

TJ(T)=T
T1(a)=a if a f/./
T1(a)=T if a El
T1(X +y)=T1(x)+T1(y)
T1(xy )=T1(X ).-r1(y)

DT
Tll
TI2

TI3
TI4

TIS

Table 1.

1.3 Concurrency.
We will also assume that the following Axioms of Standard Concurrency hold. These are proved for
all finite closed ACP,.-terms in Bergstra & Klop [4].
1.

2.
3.
4.

s.
6.

(x lly )lLz =x lL(y llz)
(x lay)llz=x l(aylLz)
x ly=y Ix
xl[y =yllx
x l(y lz)=(x IY)lz
x ll(y llz )=(x l!Y )llz

Table 2.

2. Alphabets
2.1 Set of alphabets.
Define Ci = Pow(A -{8}), the set of all subsets of A -{8}. Ci is finite, and partially ordered by inclusion, with minimal element 0 and maximal element A -{8}.
'"
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2.2 Definition. We define the alphabet function a: P

1.1

~~inductively

in table 3.

a(8)= 0

1.2

a(a) = {a } if a

1.3
2.1

a(T)= 0
a(«h)=0

2.2

a(ax)={a}Ua(x) if a EA -{8}
a(Tx)=a(x)
a(x +y)=a(x)Ua(y)

2.3
3.

E

A - { 8}

Table 3.
2.3 Notes: 1. We have to check that
x =y

~

a(x)=a(y),

otherwise this definition is not correct. This is not hard to do.
2. Because of rules A6 and TI, we have to require that a(3)= a(T)= 0, so we count only atoms
different from 8 and T. This reaffirms the special status of these atoms.
2.4 Infinite processes.
Next we want to define a on infinite processes. Before we can do that, we need some additional
definitions. From now on, we look at terms containing free variables (denoted by X,Y,Z, etc.). First we
need the notion of guardedness.
Note: this is a more restricted version of guardedness than in Bergstra & Klop [3].
2.5 Definition.
Let t be a term containing a variable X. We say an occurrence of X in t is guarded if it is preceded
by an atom, which will not be abstracted by some T1 ; to be precise: an occurrence of X in t is guarded if
t has a subterm of the form aM, where a EA (so a f.tT!), and this X occurs in M and is not in the scope
of an operator T1 with a El.
2.6 Examples.
Let t be the term
aX

+ TX + a !LY + TA (a +bZ) + a(XllTA (Y)).

In t, the first and third occurrence of X are guarded, the second is unguarded; the occurrences of Y are
unguarded, and the occurrence of Z is unguarded.

2.7 Recursive specifications.
Let

<X,E> be a recursive specification, i.e. a system of equations:

Here n EN, and the T;(X" ... ,Xn) (l .;;;;i .;;;;n) are terms with free variables some (or all) of XI>····Xn.
We will look at expansions of the X; (l .;;;;i .;;;;n ). An expansion is formally defined by the following three
properties (here s ,t ,u are terms with variables from Xb ... , Xn):
1.

rubstitution: if we obtain t from s by substituting T; (X I>···•Xn) for an occurrence of X; in s,
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then t is an expansion of s ;
reflexivity: t is an expansion of t ;
transitivity: if t is an expansion of s, and u is an expansion of t, then u is an expansion of s.

2.
3.

2.8 Definition.

Let <X,E> be a recursive specification as in 2.7. We say <X,E> is weakly guarded if for all
n and for all expansions S; of X;, each occurrence of X; in S; is guarded.
We want to define the alphabet for all weakly guarded recursive specifications. The next example
shows that there are some problems to be solved, before we can give the definition.

i

~

2.9 Example.

Let <X,E> be given by:
X = iX
{ y = T(i}(X).

Intuitively, the alphabet of these processes is clear, namely a(X) = {i} and a(Y) = 0.
= Y.a, for, do we have a E a(Z) or not? (We will
see later that we must have a f/. a(Z).) The problem seems to be that, although each recursion is
guarded, these guards may disappear when we later do abstraction.
We can solve this problem if we take care that abstraction is always the last step in our specification (i.e.
if X; is defined using abstraction, then X; does not occur in T1'···•Ti-h T;+h···•Tn)· We call that delayed
abstraction, so e.g. the system <X,Y> above has delayed abstraction, but <X,Y,Z> does not.
We can delay abstraction by adding an extra atom to A , as is done in the proof of the following
theorem.
It becomes more difficult if we add an equation Z

· 2.10 Theorem. Let <X,E> be a recursive specification such that the communication merge
occur in equations E. Then <X,E> is equivalent to a specification with delayed abstraction.

I does

not

Proof. Add a new atom t to A , and extend the communication function by defining
t Ia

=~

(for all a EA ).

If x is an ACP,.-term, let x' be the term that results if we replace all occurrences of
occurrences of T1 by t1 . Here t1 is an operator defined by:

t1(t) = t
t1(a) =a ifafl.l
t1 (a) = t if a El
t1(x +y) = t1(x)+t1(Y)
t1(xy) = t1(x)t1(Y)

Table 4.
(Compare this with axioms Tll-5).
Let <X,E> be the specification

Define a new specification by:

X~ = (Tn(x;, . .. , X~))'

Y1

= Tct}(x;)

T

by t, and all

6
Then we claim X 1 = Y1 , .••,Xn = Yn. This follows from proposition 3.6 in Bergstra & Klop [4], and
using the Recursive Specification Principle (RSP)

=_<_:_,E_>_I

l,....<RS_P_>_<_x_,t_x_>

which says that if X and Y satisfy the same equation, then X = Y (see Bergstra & Klop [5]). It is obvious that the second specification above has delayed abstraction, so the proof is done.
2.11 Example

We consider again the specification of 2.9
X

y

= iX
= T{i}(X)

{ Z = Y.a

This specification is equivalent to the following specification with delayed abstraction:
X = iX

Y' = (T{i}(X))'
Z' = Y'.a

= t {i}(X)

y = T{t}(Y')

z

= T{t}(Z')

2.12 Note. In theorem 2.10, we can allow the communication merge to occur in
saturated (see Bergstra & Klop, [4], 3.3-3.6).

E, if we first make terms

Now we can finally define alphabets for a class of infinite processes.
2.13 Definition. Let
2.10:

<X,E>

be a weakly guarded recursive specification. We delay abstraction as in

x: = (Tn (X;,
XI

... , x:))'

= T{t}(X;)

Let '!Tm be the projection function, given on ACPT by (m EN):
'ITm(a)=a
'1T 1(ax)=a
'1Tm+1(ax)=a'!Tm(x)
'1Tm(X +y)='1Tm(x)+'1Tm(Y)

'ITm(T)=T
'1Tm(Tx)=T•'1Tm(X)

Table 5
(here a EA U{t}; XJ' are terms over A U{t}). In 2.14 we will show that each 'ITmCX;) (J.;;;;;;.;;;;;n) can be

expanded to a closed finite ACP-term. Thus we can define

7

'

a(Xd=

LJ a('ITm(X; ))
'

00

(2.13.1)

m=l

a(X; )=a(X;)-{t}

(2.13.2)

2.14 Lemma. Let <X,E> be a weakly guarded recursive specification, in which no
Then each 'ITm(X;) can be expanded to a closed finite ACP-term.

T

or

T1

occurs.

Proof. The proof is by induction on m. It is not hard to see, that it is enough to show, that each X; can
be expanded to a term S; in which all occurrences of variables are guarded (the general result then follows by iteration).
We obtain such a S; as follows.
We define for each m EN the m'h expansion of

Xi, 0t,

as follows:

0/ = T;(XI> ... , Xn)
0;2 = T;(T 1(X), ... ,Tn(X))
0t

= T;(T 1( •••(T 1(X),... ,Tn(X)), ... ,...), ... ,Tn( ... ,... ,...))

We put S; = 0r. Then, if we look at a variable occurrence in the resulting S;, it resulted from (n + 1)
successive substitutions. Since there are only n variables, at least one variable, say ~, must have
occurred twice in this sequence. But since recursion is guarded, the second occurrence of ~ must be
guarded. The variable in S; we started from results from an expansion of ~, so is also guarded.
N

2.15 Note: in definition 2.13, the partial unions

LJ

a('ITm (X/)) form an increasing sequence (with respect

m=I

to ~) as N -i>OO, in the finite set (f, so the sequence must be eventually constant, and the limit will
always exist.
However, in general it is undecidable, to which set in ~ a(X;) is equal. This is illustrated in the following
example.
2.16 Example.

Let K be a r.e. but not recursive subset of N. In Bergstra & K.lop [3] a recursive specification
<X.E> is given (depending on n) such that in the initial algebra the following hold:
X1(n) = b"' if n f/.K
X 1(n) = bk .stop if n EK (for some k EN).

(here b, stop are atoms).
Thuswehavea(X 1(n)) = {b} ifnf/.K anda(X 1(n)) = {b,stop} ifnEK.
Since K is not recursive, determining whether n EK, for a given n, is undecidable, so determining a(X 1)
is undecidable.
2.17 Example.

Again consider specification <X,Y,Z > from 2.9. We defined the delayed abstraction in 2.11. Here
we will determine the alphabets. First, we consider X. Let m EN, then X = iX = iiX = · · ·
ii··· iX, so 'ITm(X) = ii.. .i and a('ITm(X)) = {i} by 2.2. Thus by 2.13 we have a(X) = {i}. Next,
'---;;rx

Y' = (T{;}(X))' = t{i}(X) = t(i}(iX) =
t{i}(i)t{i}(X) = tY'.
Then we get a(Y') = {t} as above. But now, if m EN, then
'ITm(Z') = 'ITm(Y'a) = 'ITm(tt · · · tY'a) = tt... t,

m-x
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whence a(Z')={t}. Finally, by 2.13 we get

o:(Y) = {t}-{t} = 0 and o:(Z) = {t}-{t} = 0.
We can motivate these results in a different way, if we use Koomen's Fair Abstraction Rule (KFAR, see
Bergstra & Klop [5]):
(KFAR)
Here Zk = {O, ... ,k -1} and addition in subscripts works modulo k. Here we will use the following
(easier to understand) consequence of KFAR:

I(KFAR,k = 1)

x-1x+r
T{i}(X)='T.T{i}(Y)

I

This expresses the fact that, due to some fairness mechanism, i resists being performed infinitely many
times consecutively. Here, we have
X = iX = iX+B,

so applying KFAR yields

y

= T{i}(X) = TB.

Then Z = Ya = TBa = T6, and we see again that o:(Y) = o:(Z) = 0.

3. a/ P-calculus
3.1 Definition 2.13.1 gives a sequence of subsets of o:(Xj}, which will converge to a(Xj). However, as 2.16
illustrated, finding .a(X;) itself can sometimes be very difficult. Luckily, in applications it is often
sufficient to have a superset of a(Xj ), which is not too big. With such a superset, we can even determine
a(X;) in many cases. For this reason, we define fl(X;) in 3.4. First we need theorem 3.2. A piece of
notation: if B,C i;;;;; A U{T}, we define B IC= {b jc:bEB,cEC}- {6} (We leave out 6, so that
Eli}.
BI

c

3.2 Theorem: for all closed finite A CP,. - terms x V':
1.

a(xy)i;;;;;a(x)Ua(y)

2.

a(x lty) = a(x)Uo:(y)Uo:(x) Ia(y)

3.

lty)
a(x IY) i;;;;;a(x l!Y)

4.

5.
6.

a(~y)i;;;;;a(x

a(aH(x))i;;;;;a(x)-H

a(T1 (x))

= a(x)-1.

Proof.
1.

by induction on x. We have seven cases (as in 2.2):

1.1

x = 6. a(By)= 0 i;;;;;o:(B)Uo:(y)

1.2

x =a*B. a(ay)={a }Uo:(y)=o:(a)Ua(y)

1.3

X

1.4

x =Bz. As I.I.

1.5

x =az ,a*B. a(azy)= {a} Ua(zy)i;;;;;{a} U o:(z)Uo:(y) = a(az)Uo:(y).

1.6

x =Tz. a(Tzy)=a(zy)i;;;;;a(z)Ua(y)=a(TZ)Ua(y)

1.7

;c =z +w. a((z +w)y)=a(zy +MY)=a(zy}Uo:("Y)i;;;;;o:(z)Uo:(y)Ua(w) Uo:(y)=o:(z +w}Ua(y).

=T.a (ry)=o:(Y)=o:(T)Uo:(y)
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2. This is more complicated. We do simultaneous induction on x and y, and write
J

I

K

x = ~ a;x/ + ~ TXj' + ~ bk + (T+6)
i=l
j=l
k=l
(a; ,bk EA - {6}, the part between brackets may or may not occur, I,.! ,K ;;;;;.: 0),
L

M

!=l

m=l

Y = ~ cty; + ~

ry;

N

+ ~ dn + (T+6)
n=l

(ci.dn EA -{6},L,M,N;;;;.:O).
By induction hypothesis we can assume 2 holds for all terms

x lty;, x lty;, x/l[y, x/lty;, x/lty;,
xj'l[y, xj'lly;, xj'lty;.
To expand x l[y, we use rules CM1-CM9; TMI-2 and TCI-4:
J

I

K

x l[y = ~ a;(x/l[y) + ~ T(xj'l[y)+ ~ bky +(ry) +
i=l
j=l
k=l
L

M

N

+ ~ c~x lty;) + ~ T(x lty;) + ~ dnx + (Tx) +
e=I
m=l
n=l
I
N
I
L
I
M
+ ~ ~(a; Ice)(x/lty;) + ~ ~ (a;x;)l(ry;) +~ ~(a; ldn)x/ +
i=l m=l
i=l n=I
i=Ie=I
M
N
J
L
J
J
+ ~ ~ (Txj')l(cty;) + ~ ~ (Txj')l(ry;) + ~ ~ (Txj')ldn +
j=I m=l
j=l n=l
j=I e=I
K N
K M
K L
+ ~ }:: (bk lce)y; + ~ ~ bkl(ry;) + ~ ~ bkldn + 6.
k=l e=I
k=l m=l
k=l n=I
Now the five enclosed terms can be skipped, since they are summands of other terms (for instance,
~KXM bk I (ry;) = ~KxM bk I y; is a summand of ~MT (x lty;), see Bergstra & Klop [4], 3.6). Now
we use definition 2.2, and obtain the following (at some places we have to write subsets, because some
communications might be 6).
J

I

= [U

a(x l[y)

K

({a;} Ua(x/l[y))U U a(xj'l[y)U U {bk} U a(y) U
i=I
j=I
k=l
L

M

N

U U({ce}Ua(xlty;))u U a(xlty;)u U {dn}Ua(x)U
!=I
m=l
n=I
(Ln)ea

~tfJXN

Next we use the induction hypothesis.
I

a(x l[y)

= [U

({a;} Ua(x/)Ua(x/)la(y))Ua(Y) U

i=I

J

K

U (a(xj')Ua(xj')la(y)) U a(y) U U {bk}Ua(Y)U
j=I
k=I
L

U ({ ce} Ua(Y;)ua(x)I a(Y;))ua(x)U
" e=I
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M

N

U

U

(a(y,;;)ua(x)I a(y,;;))Ua(x)U

m=I

U

{dn} Ua(x)U

n=I

({a; lce}Ua(x/)Ua(y;)ua(x/)ia(y;))U

r;;;,IXL

LJ ({bk Ice} Ua(y;))U LJ {bk I dn }]-{6} =

LJ ({a; I dn} Ua(x/)) U
r;;;,IXN

r;;;,KXL
I

KXN
K

J

= [ U ({a;}Ua(x/))U U a(xj')U U {bk} Ua(x)U
i=I

j=I

L

M

e=I

m=I

U ({ce} Ua(y;))U U

k=I

N

U

a(y,;;)u

{dn} Ua(y)U

n=I

I

L

M

i=I

e=I

m=I

J

L

M

j=I

l=I

LJ(a(x/)ia(~ceY; + ~
LJ (a(xj') I a(~ceY; +

ry,;;

~

N

+ ~dn + (T+6)))U
n=I
N

ry,;;

+ ~ dn + (T+6)))U

m=I

L

n=I

M

LJa(x)la(y;) U LJ a(x)la(y,;;) U
e=I

U

m=I

{a; lce}U

!XL

U

U

{a; ldn}U

IXN

{bk lce}U LJ {bk ldn}]-{6}

KXL

KXN

L

M

U

= [a(x)Ua(y)U LJa(x)la(y;)u
e=I

a(x)la(y,;;)u

m=I

LJ a(x/) I { ce} U LJ a(x/) I { dn} U
!XL

IXN

LJ a(xj')I {ce} U LJ a(xj)I {dn
JXL

U

U

JXN

{a; lce}U

!XL

U

U {a;

{bk lce}lu

KXL

I

ldn}U

IXN

U

{bk ldn}]-{6}

KXN

= (take the boxed areas together)
[a(x)Ua(y)U LJa(x)ia(y;)u LJa(x)ia(y,;;) U
L

M

LJa(x)l{ce}U LJa(x)l{dn}]-{6}
L

N

=

= a(x)Ua(y)Ua(x) I a(y).
This finishes the proof of 3.2.2.
3,4. These follow from 2.2.3 with rule CMI
5.
By induction on x. We have 8 cases:

= a(6) =

0

= {a}-H = a(a)-

5.1

x=aEH.a(ou(a))

5.2
5.3

x=af/.H. a(ou(a))=a(a)={a}={a}-H=a(a)-H

5.4

x=6y.
As5.1.
,.

x =T.a(ou(T))=a(T)= 0 =a(T)- H

H
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5.5

x =lo/, a EH. a(on(lo/ ))=a(8.o9 (Y ))=a(8)= 0 <;;;,a(ay )- H

5.6

x=ay,a~H,a=fo8.a(o 9 (ay))=a(a.o 9 (Y))={a}Ua(o 9 (Y))<;;;,

5.7

x =ry. a(o9 (ry))=a(T.o 9 (Y))=a(o 9 (y))<;;;,a(y)- H=a(ry)-H.

5.8

x =y +z. a(o9 (Y +z))=a(o9 (Y)+o 9 (z))=a(o 9 (Y))Ua(o 9 (z))<;;;,
<;;;,(a(y)-H)U(a(z)-H)=(a (Y)Ua(z))-H =a(Y +z)-H.

6.

By induction on x. We have 9 cases:

6.1

x =8. a(T1(8))=a(8)= 0 =a(8)-l.

6.2

x =a El. a(T1(a ))=a(T)= 0 = {a}- l =a(a )- I.

6.3

x =a

6.4

x =T. a(T1 (T))=a(T)= 0 =a(T)- J.

6.5

x =8y. a(T1 (8y))=a(8)= 0 =a(8y)-l.

6.6

6.7

x =ay, a El. a(T1(ay))=a(T.T1(Y))=a(T1(y))=a(Y)- l = (a(y)U {a })-1 =a(ay)-1.
x =ay, a ~l, a=fo8. a(T1(ay ))=a(a.T1(y ))={a} Ua(T1(y ))=
{a} U(a(Y)-l)=({a} Ua(Y))-1 =a(ay)-1.

6.8

x =ry. a(T1(ry ))=a(T.T1(Y ))= a(T1(Y ))=a(Y )- l =a(ry )- I.

6.9

x =y +z. a(T1(y +z))=a(T1(Y)+T1(z))=a(T1(Y ))Ua(T1(z))=
(a(Y)-J)U(a(z)- l)=(a(Y)Ua(z))-1 =a(Y +z)-1.

~l,

{a}Ua(y)-H = a(ay)-H.

a=fo8. a(T1(a))=a(a)= {a}= {a }-1 =a(a)-1.

This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
3.3 For each ACP.,.-term involving free variables, we want to define a corresponding set-term, involving
the alphabets of these variables. First two remarks:
Note that formulas 2.2.1-1-3 hold for infinite processes as well. For instance, if a(X) and a(Y)
I.
are given by 2.13.l, then
a(X + Y)

00

00

m=l

m=l

= U a('1Tm(X + Y))) = U a('1Tm(X)+'1Tm(Y)) =
00

= U (a('1Tm(X))Ua('1Tm(Y))) = a(X)Ua(Y).
m=I

2.

Assume that formulas 3.2.1-6 hold for infinite processes as well.

Now let T = T(X1>···,Xn) be a ACP.,.-term with free variables among Xb ... , Xn. We apply rules
2.2 and 3.2 to a(T). We work from the outside in, and go on until we only have unknowns a(Xj) left, so
a is not applied to any composite term. We obtain
a(T) <;;;, T*(a(X1), ... ,a(Xn)).

Here T* is a term over the following signature:
Sort: ~(subsets of A - {8})
Functions: U : ~xce~&(union)
- H: cex ce~ ~(leave out elements of H Ece}
I: cex ce~ ce <communication, see 3. t)
Constants: {a} E~ {for each a

EA

-{8})

T=a.T1(X4)(XJllX2 +o 9 (X 3)),
if
Example:
U(a(X4)-l)U a(X1) Ia{X2)

then

T* ={a}Ua{X 1)Ua(X2)U

3.4 Definition.
Let <2,E> be a weakly guarded recursive specification, and

X=

(a(X3)-H)U

XI> ... ,Xn, t.;;;;;i.;;;;;n. We
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define /3(X;) to be the least fixed point of the equation (over (i):

/3(X;) = Tt(f3(X1), ... , /3(Xn)).
Note that this least fixed point will always exist, since terms T* over (@,, U , - H, I, {a}) are monotonic,
' i.e. B; kB/ implies
T*(B1, ... ,B;, ... ,Bn) k T*(B1>····B/, ... ,Bn).
Thus, /J(X;) is the limit of successive approximations

Tt(0, ... , 0),
T;°(Ti (0, ... , 0), ... , T;(0, ... , 0)),

... ,etc.
3.5 Theorem. Let <X ,E > be a weakly guarded recursive specification given by

JX1:

T1(Xb····X•)

lxn - Tn(Xh···•Xn)

Let I .;;;;i :os;;;;n. Then a(X;) k /3(X; ).
Proof. Let &t be the m-th expansion of X; as defined in 2.14. We denote the /J(X;), belonging to
specification

<X,<&tl l:os;;;;i:os;;;;n >>,by /3m(Xi) (so /3(X;) = /31(X;)).

Claim: /3mCX;)kf3(X;). (for all m EN).
Proof of claim: Take m = 2. Now
(&;2)*(/3(X1),. .. ,/3(Xn)) =

Tt(T; (/3(X1), ... ,/3(Xn )),... ,T;(/J(X 1),... ,/3(Xn ))) =

= T;°(/3(X1), ... ,/3(Xn)) = /3(X;).
Therefore, f3(X;) is a fixed point of the equation
B;

= (&?}*(BI> ... , Bn)

Since f3 2(X;) is the least fixed point, we have /32(X;) k /3(.X; ). The general case follows by iteration.
Now we delay abstraction in <X,E> as in 2.10, and obtain:

x;

=

T\ (x; ,... ,x:)

t
'
,
Xn' -- Tn(X1,
... ,Xn)

X1 = T{t}(x;)

First we show a(X/) k /3(.X;). Let m EN. By 2.14, there is an k EN such that '1Tm(&/') is an ACP-term
without variables (all the Xj are pushed down below level m ). Thus
a('TTm(X/))

= a('TTm(&/')) = a('1Tm(&f(x; ,...,x:))) =
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= a(7Tm (t;;k(8, ... , 8))) C: a(&N8, ... , 8)) C:

(by 3.3.1-2)

C: &;k*(0, ... , 0) C: f3k(X;) C: /3(X/),
, and because a(X;') is defined by 2.13.1, it follows that a(X;') c; /3(X/). Finally

a(X;) = a(X/)-{t} C: /3(X/)-{t} = /3(X;)
and this last equality holds because /3(X;) is defined to be the least fixed point of
/J(X;) = T{t} * (/3(X;')) = /J(X/)- {t}

(3.2.6)

3.6 Notes. 1. It can be shown that the fixed point /3(X;) can be reached from 0 in at most n iterations,
if we assume the Handshaking Axiom (HA, see Bergstra & Tucker [8]): a I b Ic = 8;
00

n Pm (X;) =

2. We cannot have in general that

a(X; ), because that would make the determination of

m=I

a(X;) decidable, which contradicts 2.16.
3.7 Example. A bag is given by the recursive definition (see Bergstra & Klop [3]):
B = ~dED r(d)(s(d)llB).
Here D is a finite set of data, r(d) means receive d and s(d) means send d. The set of atoms contains {r(d),s(d) Id ED} and there is no communication (for all a ,b EA we have a Ib =8). Now
a('1T2(B)) =a(~ r(d)(s(d)+ ~ r(e)) =
eED

dED

U ({r(d)} U {s(d)} U {r(d)})

= {r(d),s(d) Id ED}.

dED

Also
a(B) =

U ({r(d)} Ua(s(d)llB))

=

dED

U ({r(d)} U {s(d)} Ua(B)U {s(d)} IB).
dED

Therefore /3(B) = {r(d),s(d)ldED}. Since a(7T2(B)) c;a(B)C:/3(B), we must have a(B) =
{r(d),s(d) Id ED}. In this way we can calculate the alphabet of many interesting specifications. We will
make extensive use of this so-called al /3-calculus in the following paragraphs.

4. Conditional axioms
We present 7 conditional axioms, which we will use in the following paragraphs. We prove these
axioms for all closed finite ACP.,.-terms, and postulate them for all infinite terms. See table 6.

4.1 Proof of CAI for all closed ACP.,.-terms, by simultaneous induction on x and y. Put
I

J

i=l

x = ~ a;x/ + ~

TXj' +

K

~ bk +(T+8)

j=I

k=I

L

R

M

N

S

f=I

r=l

m=I

n=I

s=I

Y = ~ c,y; + ~ hrZr + ~ 1)'~ + ~ dn + ~ks +(T+8).
Here a;,bk EA -{8}; I .,J,K;;;;:.: 0,

ce.dn EA (HU {8}),
hnks
Now a; ,bk

El!

E

(A nH)-{8};L,M,N,R,S ;;;;;., 0.

a(x) and hnks E a(y) nH, so by assumption a; I hn a; I ks, bk I hn bk Iks E H.
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CAI

a{x}l{a{!:'.}n/}= 0
T1(X l[y )=T1(X ll-r1(y ))

CA2

a{x}nH= 0
on(x)=x

CA3

a{x}nl= 0
-r1(x)=x

CA4

H=H 1UH 2
On(X )=()n, 0 ()n2(X)

CA5

a{x}l{a(E}nH}CH
on(x i!Y )=on(x ll()n(y ))

I=l1UJi
T1(X )=-r1, 0 T1i(X)

Hnl=0
-r1°on(x)=on°-r1(x)

CA6

CA7

Table 6.
K

J

I

on(X l[y) = ~on(a;}on(x/l[y)+ ~ T.on(xj'l[y)+ ~ on(bd·on(y) +
k=I

j=I

i=I

L

M

N

!=I

m=I

n=I

+ ~Cfan(x l[y;)+ ~ -r.on(x lty,;;)+ ~ dn.on(x)+
+ ~ on(a; IcJ.on(x/1ty;) + ~ on((a;x;) I(ry,;;)) +
IXM

!XL

+ ~ on(a; ldn}on(x/) + ~ on((-rx/)l(ce}';)) +
JXL

lXN

+ ~ <ln((-rx/)l(ry,;;)) + ~ on((-rxj')ldn) +
JXN

JXM

+

~ on(bk I(ry,;;))

+

~ on(bk IcJ·on(y;)

KXM

KXL

As in the proof of 3.2.2, we see that we can skip the five enclosed terms. Now we apply the induction
hypothesis, which is possible since a(x/), a(x/') k a(x) and a(y;), a(y,;;) k a(y).
J

I

On(xl[y) = ~on(a;}on(x/llon(y)) + ~T.On(xj'llon(y)) +
j=I

i=l

K

L

k=I

!=I

+ ~ On(bk)on(y) + ~Cpn(X llon(y;)) +
M

N

m=I

n=I

+ ~ -ron(xll<ln(y,;;)) + ~dn.on(x) +
+ ~ an(a; IcJon(x/llon(y;)) + ~ on(a; Idn)on(x/) +
IXN

!XL

+ ~ an(bk lcJ·on(y:) + ~ on(bk ldn) + (-r+~).
KXN

KXL

We use the same argument (as in 3.2.2) again to add the terms:

~ an(a;x/ ITOn(y,;;))
lXM

+

~ an(-rxj' Icei}n(y: ))
JXL

+ ~ on(-rxf'l-ron(y,;;)) + ~ an(-rxf'ldn) +
JXN

JXM

+

~ on(bk ITon(y,;;)).
KXM

+
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Then it follows that
oy(x l[y) = oy([~a;x/ + ~Txj' +~bk +(T+8)]11

[ ~ce<ln(y;)+ ~Ton(y,;;)+ ~d.i +(T+8)]) =

= on(xllon(y)).
4.2 Proof of CA2 for all closed ACP,.-terms. This is entirely similar to 4.1. Note that now we have to
have a; Ihr = 8 (if a; Ea(x ), hr Ea(y )nJ), not just a; Ihr El, so that T1((a;x;) I (hrzr )) = T1((a; Ihr)
(x/llzr ))=8, and all these terms drop out.

4.3 Proof of CA3 for all closed ACP,.-terms is by induction on x. We have 7 cases:
1. x = 8.an(8) = 8.
2. x =a=/=8. Since 0 =a(x )nH = {a} nH, we have a flH. Then oy(a )=a (DI).
3. x =T. Oy(T)=T (DT).
4. x =8y. oy(8y)=8=8y.
whence
aflH anda(y)nH=0,
Thus
x=ay,a=/=8. 0=a(x)nH=({a}Ua(y))nH.
5.
on(ay )=on(a)on(y )=ay.
6. x =ry. 0 =a(x)nH =a(y)nH, so on(ry)=Toy(y)=ry.
Then
a(z)nH=0.
and
so a(y)nH=0
x=y+z. 0=a(x)nH=(a(y)Ua(z))nH,
7.
oy(y +z)=oy(y)+oy(z)=y +z.
4.4 Proof of CA4 for all closed ACP,.-terms is very similar to 4.3.
4.5 Proof of CA5 for all closed ACP,.-terms is by induction on x. We have 5 cases:
1. x =a,a flH. Then also a f£H1>a f£H 2 • Thus oy(a)=a =oy,(a)=on,(oy,(a)).
2. x =a ,a EH. We have two cases:
2.1 a EH2 .oy(a)=8=oy,(8)=oy,(oy,(a))
2.2 a EH 1 -H 2.on(a)=8=on,(on,(a))
3. x =T. an(T)=T=an,(T)=an,(an,(T)).
4. x =yz. on(yz)=on(y)on(z)=on,(on,(y)).an,(on,(z))=
= an,(on,(y )on,(z ))=on, 0 an,(yz)
5. x =y +z. on(y +z)=on(y)+on(z)=on,(oy,(y))+an,(on,(z))=
an,(on,(y)+an,(z)) =on,ooy,(y +z).
4.6 Proof of CA6 for all closed ACP,.-terms is entirely similar to 4.5.

4.7 Proof of CA7 for all closed ACP,.-terms is by induction on x. We have 5 cases:
1. x =a,a flH,a fll. T1 °oy(a)= T1 (a)=a =on(a)=on(T1 (a)).
2. x =a,a EH,a fll. T1 °oy(a)=T1 (8)= 8=on(a)=on(T1 (a))
3. x =a,a flH,a El. T1 °oy(a)=T1 (a)= T=on(T)=on(T1 (a)).
4. x =yz. T1 °oy(yz)=T1 (on(y)on(z))=T1 °oy(y). T1 °on(z)=
= oy 0 T1 (y ).oyoT1 (z )= oy(T1 (y )"T1 (z ))= oyoT1 (yz ).
5. x =y +z. T1 °oy(y +z)=T1 (on(y)+on(z))=T1 °oy(y)+T1 °oy{z)=
=on°T1 (y )+on°T1 (z )=on(T1 (y )+T1 (z))=oy 0 T1 (y +z ).

5. Example I. BAG II BAG

= BAG

5.1 Suppose we have two bags, linked together as in fig. 1.
channell

input

bag

B 12

channe/3

output
fig. 1.
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let D be a finite set of data, let
rn (d) = receive d ED along channel n
{ sn (d) = send d ED along channel n,

then we define a bag with input channel n and output channel m by:
Bnm

=

~

rn(d)(sm(d)llB)

(see 3.7)

dED

5.2 Now we want to 'hide' the internal channel 2 above. We define:
1.

Communication: s 2(d) Ir 2(d)=c 2(d) (for all d ED) (dis communicated along channel 2), and all
other communications are equal to l>;

2.

Encapsulation: H = {s 2(d),r 2(d) Id ED} (all unsuccessful communications);
Abstraction: I = {c 2(d) Id ED} (all internal actions).

3.

5.3 Theorem: B 13 = T1 °on(B 12 11B 23).
(this is the meaning of the heading BAGllBAG = BAG)
Proof. Let us first check that
a(B 13 ) = a(T1 °on(B 12 11B 23 )).

5.3.1By3.7 a(B 13) = {r1(d),s3{d)ldED}.
5.3.2.1. a(T1 °on(B 12 11B 23))= a(on(B 12 11B 23))-/ k(a(B 12 11B 23)-H)-/ =
=[a(B 12)Ua{B 23)Ua{B 12)1 a(B 23]-(H UI)=
=[{r1(d),s2(d) Id ED} U {r2{d),s3{d) Id ED} U
U{c 2(d)idED}]-(HUI) = {r 1(d),s 3(d)idED}.
5.3.2.2. On the other hand
a(T1°on(B 12 llB 23 )):2a('11'2(T1 °on(B 12 llB 23))) =
=a('11'2(T1( ~ r1(d}on(s 2(d)llB 12 11B 23 )))) =
dED

=a(~ r1(d}'l1'1°T1( ~ r 1(e}on(s 2(d)lls 2(e)llB 12 11B 23)
dED

eED

+ c2(d).on(B 12 11s 3(d)llB 23 ))) =
= {r 1 (d)ldED}Ua(~(~r 1 (e) +
dED eED

+ T.'l1'1°T1( ~ r1(f).on(s2(f)llB 12 lls 3(d)llB 23)
JED

+ s3{d).on(B1211B23)))) =
= {r1(d)ldED}Ua{~(~r1(f)+s3(d))) =
dED JED

Combining 1 and 2 gives

the desired result.
Now we give the proof of the theorem, and refer, for certain verifications, to the notes following the
proof. ,,
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= ~ r 1(d}on(s2(d)llB 12 llB 23 ) =
deD

' (use standard concurrency, see 1.3)

~ r1(d}on(B 12 ll(s 2(d)llB 23 )) =
deD

~ r 1(d).on°o{sl(d)}(B 12 ll(s 2(d)llB 23 ))

= (CA5)

=

deD

= (CAI, 5.3.5) ~ r 1(d).on°o{sz(d)}(B 12 llo{s,(d)}(s 2(d)llB 23 )) =
deD

= (CA5) ~ r 1(d).on(B 12 llo{sz(d)}(s 2(d)llB 23)) =
deD

= (5.3.10)

~ r 1(d}on(B 12 ll(c 2(d)s 3(d))llB 23)

=

deD

=

~ r1(d}on((c2(d)s 3(d))ll(B 12 11B 23))

=

deD

= (CAI, 5.3.6)

~ r1(d).on((c 2(d)sJ(d))llon(B 12 llB 23 ))

=

deD

~ r 1(d)((c 2(d)s 3(d))llon(B 12 11B 23 )).

= (CA3, 5.3.7)

deD

5.3.4 Using this result, we get
T1oon(B12llB23)

=

~ r 1(d).T1((c 2(d)s 3(d))llon(B 12 llB 23 ))

= (5.3.3)

=

deD

= (apply CA2 twice, use 5.3.6)

~ r1(d).T1(T1(c2(d)s3(d))llT1 °on(B 12 11B 23)) =
deD

=

~ r1(d).T1((Ts 3(d))llT1°on(B 12 11B 23 ))

=

deD

= (CA4, 5.3.8)

~ r1(d)((TS3(d))llT1°on(B 12 11B 23 ))

=

deD

= (3.3.9)

~ r1(d).T(s 3(d)llT1 °on(B 12 11B 23 ))

=

deD

=

~ r 1(d)(s 3(d)llT1°on(B 12 llB 23 ))

=

deD

= (RSP) B 13•
This finishes the proof of the theorem.
Now we ~rove some facts that were needed in the proof above. Let A be the set of atomic actions.
5.3.5 a(B 2) I(a(s 2(d)llB 23)n {s 2(d)})\'::
\;;;{r1(e),s2(e)I e ED} I {s 2(d)}

=

0, for each d ED.

5.3.6 {C2(d),s3(d) Id ED} IA = 0 by 5.2. l.
5.3.7 a(c 2(d)s 3(d)llon(B 12 11B 23))nH \;;;
Q{c 2(d),s 3(d)}U(A-H)U{c 2(d),s 3(d)}l(A-H)]nH

= [A-H]nH =

0,foreachdED.

=
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5.3.8 a(T1 9 (B 12 llB 23 )11Ts 3(d))nl k

°o

k[(A -l)U{s 3(d)}U(A -I)I {s 3(d)}]nJ

=

= [A - I] n I = 0, for each d ED
5.3.9 (Tx)lty = T(xlty). For all finite closed x andy, this is shown in Bergstra & Klop [6], 4.2.1.7. We
assume this identity holds for infinite terms as well.
5.3.10 Let d ED. Then
1. (c2(d)s3(d))llB 23 =

= c2(d)(s3(d)llB 23 )

~ r2(e )(s3(e )1l(c2(d)s3(d))llB 23).

+

eeD

2. On the other hand
o{s 2(d)}(s2(d)llB 23 ) =
= c2(d).o{s 2(d)}(s3(d)llB 23)+ ~ r2(e )"o{s 2(d)}(s3(e )lls2(d)llB 23 ) =
eeD

= (by CA3, use the following 5.3.11)

c2(d)(s3(d)llB 23 )

+

~ r2(e ).o{s 2(d)}(s3(e )lls2(d)llB 23) =
eeD

= (by CAI, argue like 5.3.5)
c2(d)(s3(d)llB 23)+ ~ r2(e )"o{s>(d)}(s3(e )llo{s>(d)}(s2(d)llB 23 )) =
eeD

= (by CA3, use the following 5.3.12)
c2(d)(s3(d)llB 23 )+ ~ r2(e )(s3(e )llo{s 2(d)}(s2(d)llB 23 )).
eeD

Thus we see in 1. and 2. that
(c2(d)s3(d))llB 23 and o(s,(d)}(s2(d)llB 23 )

satisfy the same recursive equation. Therefore they are equal by RSP (see 2.10).
In 5.3.10, we needed the following two facts:
5.3.11 a(s 3(d)llB 23 ))n {s 2(d)} =

= [{s3(d)} U {r2(e ),s3(e) Ie ED} U {s3(d)} I {r2(e ),s3(e) Ie ED}]
n {s 2(d)} k[A - {s 2(d)}]n {s 2(d)} = 0 (ford ED).
5.3.12 a(s3(e )llo{sM>J(s2(d)llB 23 )) n {s2(d)} k
k({s 3(e)} U(A - {s 2(d)})U {s 3(e )} IA )n {s 2(d)} k

k(A - {s 2(d)})n {s 2(d)} = 0 (for d,e ED).
6. Example Il:

IBAG~

=

BAG

I

6.1 We generalize example I to the case where we haven bags linked together, as in fig. 2.
3

input

n
n+I
..... ~B•r.+11bagl1--~)

output
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fig. 2.
To simplify notation, we will prove this in case n =3, but the proof works equally well if n >3. We use
the notation of 5.1-2, so
6.2. 1. Communication:
sn(d)lrn(d)=cn(d) (n =2,3), all other communications are B;

2. Encapsulation:
Hn ={sn(d), rn(d)ldED} (n =2,3), H=H2UH3;

3. Abstraction:

In ={cn(d)ldED} (n =2,3), /=/2U/3.

Proof. First we need to check some alphabets. By 3.7a(B 12)= {r 1(d),si(d) I d ED}, so
6.3.1 a(B 12) I(a(B 23 llB 34) n H 3) (;; {r 1(d),s 2(d) Id ED} IH 3 = 0.
6.3.2 a(B 12 11Cln,(B 23 11B 34))nH3(;;[(A -H3)U(A -H3)U

[(A -H3)l(A -H3)]nH3 =[A -H3]nH3 = 0.
6.3.3 a(B 12) I(a(Cln,(B 23 11B 34)) n/ 3) c;A II 3 = 0. Now we can give the proof. Note that by 5.3 we have
B24 = 'l"J,o()n,(B2311B34) and
Bl4 = T1,0Cln,(B1211B24).
Therefore T1 °Cln(B 12 11B 23 iiB 34) =
= {CA5 ' CA6)

TI, 0 T I, o() H2 o() H, (B

12 11B 23 11B 34) =

= (CA7) T1z0 Cln,0T1, 0 Cln,(B 12 11B 23 11B 34) =
=(CAI, 6.3.1) T1,0 Cln, 0 T1,0Cln,(B 12 11Cln,(B 23 11B 34)) =
= (CA3, 6.3.2) T °Cln °TI,{B 12 1ldn,(B 23 11B 34)) =
12

2

= (CA2, 6.3.3) T1z 0 Cln, 0 T1,(B 12 11T1,o()H,(B 23 11B 34)) =
= (5.3) T1,0 Cln, 0 T ,(B 12 11B 24) =
1

= (CA4) T1, 0 Cln,(B 12 llB 24) =
= (5.3) B 14.
7 Example ill: .
jBAG.w. 0llBAG

=

BAG

I

7.1. In this example we consider a bag with test for empty. Such a bag can be defined by the following
equations (notations as in 5.1):

~dED(r1(d)Bd +s2(0))B 01
s2(d)+ ~eEDr1(e)(Be llBd)
To see that this indeed defines a bag with test for empty, consider the following
7.2 Lemma,,()fs,( 0 )}(B 0)=B 12 (notations from 5.1).
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Proof. To prove this lemma, we need RSP (see 2.10), but here we need it for an infinite number of equations. In fact, we'll show that for all multisets G, consisting of elements of D, we have

(forG=0,wedefineB 12 11( II s 2(e))= B 12 and
eE0

( II Be!o{si<0n(B 0)
eE0

= a{s c0 n(B 0),
2

so the lemma follows immediately from(*).)
To show (*), we consider two cases:
case 1: G = 0. Then
o{s2(0)}(B 0) = ~ (r1(d}o{s 2(0}}(Bd)+8).o{s 2c0 >}(B 0) =
dED

=

~ r 1(d)Bdo{s,c 0 n(B 0)

dED

=

(by CA3, see verification below)
= (RSP) ~ r 1(d)(B 12 lls2(d)) =
dED
= (5.1) B 12.
The verification of the third step above:
a(Bd) = {s2(d)}U{r1(e)leED}U LJa(BellBd) =

eED

Since /J(Bd) is the least fixed point of this equation, it follows easily that
/J(Bd) = {s2(e),r1(e)leED}.

Thus /J(Bd)n {s 2(0)} = 0, whence a(Bd)n {s 2(0)} = 0.
case 2: G ;:/= 0. Then we need the Expansion Theorem (see Bergstra & Tucker [8]):
let

(ET)

g; =

X;, xiJ =

11
nE{l, ...,k}-{i}

x ill ...

llXk

=

11

X;, then

nE{l,. ..,k}-{i,j}

~ X; lLXi +
l~i~k

~

(X;

IX; )lLXi J

l~i<j~k

The proof of ET uses the Handshaking Axiom (see 3.6). The Expansion Theorem says, that if we have a
merge of a number of terms, then we can start with an action in one of the terms or with a communication between two of the terms. Using that here, we get
B 12 ll( II s2(e)) = ~s2(d)(B 12 11(
II s2(e))) +
eEG
dEG
eEG-{d}
+ ~ r 1(d)(B 12 11(
II
s2(e))) =
dED
eEGU{d}
= {RSP) ~ si(d)( II Be }o{s2(0)}(B 0) +
dEG
eEG-{d}

'
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7.3 Now suppose we want to link this bag with empty test to a regular bag. Between the two, we interpose a one-place buffer, that "forgets" the empty test, i.e. a
= ~ (r2(d)s3(d)+r2(0))T 0
dED

Thus we have the situation of fig. 3

. - - -....

b~i{.er

2

bag. w. 0

input

B0

3

bag

4

output

T0

fig. 3
7.4 We define
1. Communication: as in 6.2, also s 2(0) Ir 2(0)=c2(0)
2. Encapsulation: as in 6.2, also H 0 ={s 2(0),r 2(0)}, and H=H 2 UH 3 UH 0 .

7.5 Theorem

I

T1

°o9 (B 0 llT 0 llB 34)

=

TB 14·

I

(this is the statement refered to in the heading of this paragraph.) Before we can prove this theorem, we
will need a number of lemmas. First, define a (regular) one-place buffer T by:
T =

~ r2(d)s3(d)T

dED

I

7.6 Lemma:

Proof:
o{r,<0n(T 0) = ~ (r2(d)s3(d)+~).o(r,(0)}(T 0) =
dED

= ~ r 2(d)s 3(d).o{r,(0)}(T 0).
dED

Now use RSP.
7.7 Define

= on,un.(B 0 llT 0)

P

Lemma: There is a Q such that P = c 2(0)-P +QP and c 2(0)~a(Q).
Proof: We will give an infinite recursive specification of Q. This specification has variables P(G) and
P (G ,d), for each multiset G consisting of elements of D, and each d ED.
(The intuitive meaning is that P(G) describes the bag with contents G, the buffer empty; and P(G,d)
describes the bag with contents G, and the buffer filled with d.) We have the following equations:
easel: G=0.

Q =

~

r 1(d)P({d}),

P(0) = P

dED

P(0,d)

= s3(d) +

~r 1 (e)P({e},d)
eED
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case 2: G =:/= 0. Then
P(G) = }:c 2(d)P(G-{d},d) + }:r 1(d)P(GU{d}),and
dEG
dED
P(G,d) = s 3(d)P(G) + }:r 1(e)P(GU{e},d).
eED

Then we have
p = On2 un.(B 0llT0)=

= c2(0)on2 un.(B 0 llT 0)+}: r 1(d)on,un.(BdB 0 llT 0)
dED

= c 2(0).P +}: r 1(d)P({d})P = c 2(0)P +QP,
dED

which follows from the following two claims:
on,un.(( II Be)B 0 llT 0) = P(G).P
eEG

a:

an,un.(( II Be)B 0 lls3(d)T 0) = P(G,d).P

b:

eEG

These we again prove by the infinite RSP.
= 0 .a : is shown above

case 1. G

b:

on,un.(B 0 lls3(d)T 0) =

= s3(d)an,un.(B 0llT0)+ }:r 1(e}on,un.(BeB 0lls 3(d)T0) =
eED

=(RSP)s3(d).P + ~r 1 (e).P({e},d).P =
eED

= (s3(d)+ }:r 1(e)-P({e},d))P = P(0,d).P
eED

case 2: G

=:/= 0.a: on,un.(( II Be)B 0 llT 0) =
eEG

=(ET) }:c2(d}on,un.((
dEG

+ }: r1(d}()n,un
dED

= (RSP)

II

Be)B 01ls 3(d)T0) +

II

Be)B 0 llT 0) =

eEG- {d}

0

((

eEGU{d}

}:c 2(d)P(G-{d},d).P + }:r 1(d).P(GU{d}).P
dEG
dED

= P(G).P, and
an,un.(( II Be)B 0 llsJ(d)T 0) =

b:

eEG

= (ET) s3(d).an,un
+ }: r1(f}on,un.((
JED

0

II Be)B 0 llT 0) +
eEG

((

II

Be)B 0 lls3(d)T 0) =

eEGU{f}

= (RSP) s 3(d).P(G).P

+ }: r 1(f}P(G U {f },d).P
JED

= P(G,d).P.
Next, it is not much trouble to show that for all multisets G and all d ED,
{1(P(G)) = {r 1(d),c 2(d),sJ(d)idED} (G=:/=0), and
/3(P(G,d)) = {r1(d),c2(d),s3(d)ldED}.
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7.8 Note: if we can use priorities on atomic actions (see Baeten, Bergstra & Klop [I]), then Q can be
defined by a finite specification, as follows. If all actions s 3(d) (ford ED) have priority over all c 2(e) (for
e ED), and() implements this priority (i.e. 8(s 3(d)x +c 2(e)y) = s3(d)8(x)), we can define
cd = C2(d)Td

+

~r1(e)(CellCd)

(for dED)

eeD
eeD

=

Q

~r1(d)"8(Cd).
deD

Proof. By 7.7, we have P = c 2(0)P +QP. Applying KFAR (see 2.17) to this equation, we get
'T{c2(0)}(P) = 'T.'T{c2(0)}(QP)

=

= 'T.'T{c2(0)}(Q).'T{c2(0)}(P) =
= T.Q.T{c2(0)}(P)
by CA4, since c 2(0)t£a(Q). On the other hand
T.o{c2(0)}(P)

= T.o{c2(0)}(c2(0)P +QP) =

= 'T(B+a{c

2(

0

)}(QP)) =

= T.O{c2(0)}(Q).o{c2(0)}(P) =
= (CA3) T.Q.Tot;,( 0 )}(P),
7.lOLemma.

Proof.
'T12u{c 2(0)} 0 0u2uu 0 (B 0 llT 0)

=

= (CA6) T12°T{cz(0)} ou2u&(B 0 llT 0) =
= (7.9) T1,(T.O(cz(0)} ou,uu (B 0 llT 0)) =
= (CA5) 'T.Tfz 0u2°o{cz(0)}uHiB 0 llT 0) =
0

0

0

0

=

(CAI, see note 1 below)

=

T.'TI,0 ou, 0 0(c,(0)}uH.(o(c2(0)}uH 0 (B 0)llo{c2(0)}uH.(T 0)) =
12
(CA5) T.T1i 0 ou2°0{cz(0 }UH.(o{c2(0),r2(0)} 0 0(s2(0)}(B )11o{c2(0),s,(0)} 0 0{r2(0)}(T 0))
= (7.2,7.6) T.T1,ou, 0 o{ci0)}uH .(o(c,(0),r2(0)}(B 12)llo{c2(0),s2(0)}(T)) =

=

(CA3, see note 2 below)

=

(CA3, see note 3 below)

=
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Notes:
1.
2.
3.

This is because {c 2(0)}UH 0 is closed under communication.
a(B 12) = {r 1(d),s 2(d) Id ED} by 1.25, and a(T) = {r 2(d),s3(d) Id ED} is easily proved.
a(B 12 11T) = a(B 12)Ua(T) Ua(B 12) Ia(T) = {r1(d), s2(d), c2(d), r2(d), s3(d) Id ED}.

711
Lemma T I, oi)H,(TllB 34)
•

= B 24

Proof.
T1,oan,(TllB34) =

= T1,( ~ r2(d}i) 8 ,((s 3(d)T)llB 34)) =
dED

=

~ r2(d}T1,(c 3(d}i) 8 ,(TllB 34 lls 4(d)))

=

dED

= (CAI, note that A I {sid)} = 0)
~ r2(d).rT1,0a 8 ,(i)8 ,(TllB 34)11s 4(d)) =
dED

= (CA3)

~ ri(d)·T1,(an,(TllB 34)lls4(d))

=

dED

= (CA2) ~ r2(d)TI,{T1,0 an,(TllB 34)lls4(d)) =
dED

= (CA4)

~ r2(d)(T1, 0an,(TllB 34)1ls4(d))

=

dED

= (RSP) B 24.
7.12 Now we can finally give the proof of theorem 7.5:
T1°i)n(B 0

Proof: T1°i)n(B 0 llT 0 llB 34)

llT 0 llB 34) =

TB 14•

=

= (CA5, CA6) 7'1,07'/2U{c2(0)}oi)H,oi)H2UHo(B 0 llT 0 llB34) =
= (CA7) 7'1,0an, T1zu{cz(0)} 0i)n2un.((B 0 llT 0)llB 34) =
0

= (CAI, see note I below)
T1, 0an, 07'/2U{c2(0)} 0aH2UHiaH2UH.(B 0 llT 0)llB 34)

=

= (CA3, see note I below)
= (CA2, see note I below)
T1, 0an, 07'1zu{c2(0)}(T1zu{c 2(0)} 0i)H2UH.(B 0 llT 0)llB 34)
= (CA4, see note 1 below)

7'1,0i)n,(T12u{cz(0)} 0i)H2UH.(B 0 llT 0)llB 34) =
= (7.10) T1,0an,(T.T12°i)n,(B 12 llT)llB 34) =
= (5.3.9) T.T1,0an,(T12°an2(B 12 1JT)llB 34) =

= (CA3, CA4, see note 2 below)

=
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= (CAI, CA2, see note 3 below)
llTllB 34) =
34
12
0
=(CA?) 'T'T
• J, o() H, 'TJ, o{) H, (B 11TllB ) =
T.T1, 0 ou, 0 T 12°0u 2(B

12

= (CAI, CA2, see note 4 below)

= (CA3, CA4, see note 4 below)
T.TJ, 0 ou,(B

12 11T1,0 ou,(TllB 34)) =

= (7.11) 'T.'T1,oau,(B1211B24) =
Notes: 1. By 3.7, a(B 34)

=

= (5.3) T.B 14.
{r 3(d),sid)ldED}. Thus a(B 34)l(A -{s3(d)I dED})= 0, and also
((A -(H2UH 0))Ua(B 34))n(H2UH 0) = 0,

((A-(/ 2U{c 2(0)}))Ua(B 34))n(/ 2 U{c 2(0)})
2. Likewise ((A -H2)Ua(B 34))nH 2 = 0 and
((A -Ji)Ua(B 34))nfi = 0
3. a(B 12 11 T) Ia(B 34 )

=

0

=
= ({r 1(d),s2(d)ld ED }U {r2(d),s3(d)ld ED} U {c2(d) Id ED}) I

I{r3(d),s 4(d) Id ED} = {c3(d) Id ED}.
The result is 0 of we mtersect a(B 12 llT) with / 2 or H2.
4. a(B 12) Ia(T llB 34) =

= {r 1(d),si(d) Id ED} I {r 2(d),s 3(d),c 3(d),r 3(d),s4(d) Id ED} =
= {c2(d)idED}.
The result is 0 if we intersect a(T llB 34) with I 3 or H 3•
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